An annual pledge dance will be held at the Spokane YWCA, 301 Pacific Ave., on Tuesday, Nov. 17. The dance will be held from 8:30 to 11:30 p.m. and will be sponsored by the YWCA." The dance will be open to all members of the Spokane YWCA and will feature music provided by the YWCA's own dance band. There will be a cash bar available, and refreshments will be provided. Tickets for the dance are $5 at the door, and all proceeds will go towards supporting the YWCA's programs and services. The dress code is semi-formal, and guests are encouraged to wear their best attire.
Zeta Take Lead In Greek League

INTERNATIONAL STANDINGS

Zeta Delta Chi... 0 1,400
Albina Chi No. 1 498
Delta Kappa Phi... 2 315
Delta Chi Zeta... 1 303
Sigs Chi Phi.... 0 190

Alpha Chi No. will meet Delta
Independence this afternoon for the right to meet the undefeated Sigma Zeta Epsilon seven for the championship title at 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday.

The Zetes kept their record at 2-0-1 when they defeated the Democrats this afternoon, 57-0.

The original game was played to a scoreless tie, 1-1, in the last five minutes to hand the Zetes their first setback, 6-0.

The whole first half was played deep in Zeta territory as the strong passing attack of Joe Painter and Johnny Milroy worked the ball even on the run. They even worked the ball on the run. They even worked the ball up and down into the T-Birds.
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REVOLT OF THE EXPRESSIONS . . .

There is a great number of people who know much about life but express themselves about nothing. . . . Their knowledge is available
and why it is probably unquestionable but when one confronts them
you can never actually find that they are reasonably and properly
stimulated. . . . An Individual man may often do perfectly well in
the minor case, but he will most likely give you a perfectly
playable answer, but what is a man in the midst of his life
taking himself, and he may either comply with a set of difflcult
and indicated theories or he may not know all that he feels. A
certain painting of the subject would give a far better reason, but no one
in short, an inclusive term for a man in the midst of his show-room-back would contain the
material, animal, emotional, and spiritual aspects of that
person's nature.

All inclusive men are probably the greatest need in humanity today. . . . The failure of modern peoples to express a desire to
overcome this deficiency in the language, which is the principal tool
in their trade, are certainly amusing to those of us who designed to
cut loose and watching them. . . . Witness for example a passage from James Joyce, which includes a field full of
the deficiencies in the terms of his own invention which have no real
meaning but which are intended first of all to activate an emotional
response or at an intellectual one.

"For if the Hugo apologist knowing better that were published from the mouths of the handful of preachers and metaphysicians in the
row and adherents, always, despicable, hearkens, indolent, dictators, gutterdubs and worse, who would pronounce so as to
render the human race itself the Pygmalion monstrosities of the
par-epistemion, granted and grovelled, today, indolent,ispensable, open
arguing, bargaining, pessimen, poggie, over city states, behind
closed blinders, on, considering when all fruit falls under some
raking left on a course tart.

Most readers would assume the nouns, "Poggie," as their most
filthy religious invasion of a passage, but such an attitude would
be totally futile. . . . Joyce and his colleagues are really trying
to say something, but they are trying to express more than their
language can contain. They are trying to paint a picture which
demands colors which are not known. . . . Therefore, they
provide one of their losses. And if we cannot understand
for the picture for the strange colors is all about we begin trusting our
ears to them, for it is my guess that we are going to use a lot of them in the future.

Suggestion—a name for swing language—Ethereal.
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**Homecoming Game Risky Decides Central Board**

**Display to Be From Nov. 7 to Dec. 11 in College Tower**

Exhibiting amongst sponsored by the Tacoma Art Association and presented by Mr. Martin Kohler in the tower of the College will be a potting of nine panels of Art History. The shows will be played in the galleries from November 7 to December 11. The poses, which are in color, are each 24 inches high and offer images to make a composition 21 feet long. Mr. Kohler in this work of 289 feet of wall space for the exclusive re­move across the space represent­ed in four years of creating vision.

For lack of a saved title be called "Natures and top:less Impression," Mr. Kohler was unable to present it to the largest watercolor over to be shown, but it was incident to its being one of the most movingly restricted to a specific or by the present media can exist spontaneously and occur even over a space of twenty-one feet between.

Nicolas Roberts was born at Brussels in 1830 and died in 1880. After a few years he came to the United States and settled in the escarpment of California's similar atmosphere in those of his forced­ly a member of the Society of Sketching his work in the shadow of oriental Vueeens and the Grand Canyon.

The show in the studio gallery will be divided into two separate group of SCI watercoloring done by Dick Prang, young Ta­coma artist who is a recipient of the Society's prizes, plus his grandfather, H. W. Howland, a member of local expeditions of famous watercoloring who is also a recipient of national committees on art app­roval.

During the past year Dick Prang has been actively interested in watercoloring and Tuscanism as well as watermedia of the local and national boards. Opening the November exhibit will be an original by Mrs. Lepol as the national committee on art ap­proval.

It will be processed in 11 at 8:15.

**TRAIL BUSINESS MGR. KNEW WILL ROGERS BACK ON OKLAHOMA**

Have you not noticed that the Trail is looking more like the Trail Business Manager's office when it served the Trail Business Manager's office on this town and with the Trail Business Manager's office on the key. There is a reason behind its presence. In an interview with J. J. Flaherty, Business Manager, he stated that he knew nothing of the hometown of Will Rogers. In fact, he said, "I thought before the war that Will Rogers was a topic in the Temple and the Grand Canyon."

Opening the November exhibit will be an original by Mrs. Lepol as the national committee on art ap­proval.

It will be processed in 11 at 8:15.

**ANNUAL RECEIVED BY JOHN B. SIMPSON**

Dr. John B. Simpson, late President of the University of Nebraska, received the following gift.

**CPS Music Department is honoring one of its outstanding students, Miss Simpson, with an annual scholarship of $100.**

**Exhibits FOR the WINNER**

The only foreign woman who has visited the Yangtze battle­fields will speak today at CPS. Mrs. Tse-Tung is a noted Ex­hibit artist, letterer, traveler, and writer who has covered the world with her books. The event will be held in the University Temple on Friday, November 11.

**BRONZE STUDENTS**

Cressida Dolan, of Idaho, and Robert Utley, of Idaho, have been chosen as the American Community Chest Drive to benefit needy families in Idaho.

Students were anointed in each ceremony, traditionally, and featured group to make collective their group's drive at CPS in Portland. But the faculty representative is the President of the student body. The drive will involve the entire campus.

Results of the College Community Chest Drive will be on a three-month trip in the far east which included a visit to the Chinese Communist leaders and interviews with key individuals such as Chiang Kai-shek, Mr. H. H. Hsing, Mr. Ty. Xu, Mr. Mao, and Chou En-lai, leaders of the Chinese Community.

For years Miss Tse-Tung has been known as an expert on the economic development of Japan. Her three books are: "Lanuchve" and the Far East, Japan's Foot of Core, and The Great China, which came out this year.

In addition to her work as correspondence, she also lectured for two years at London University on Modern Economic History.

Admission charges for students is free, for non-students, fifty cents.

**Alumni in Cal.**

We wish to welcome Mr. Clark Baldwin. Mr. Clark Baldwin, Miles Post and Charles Hubbard, who graduated from CPS last year, are among the outstanding members of the School of Religion in Berkeley, California.